Bonds to Bled
15 September – 6 October 2019

Itinerary
3rd Edition: with suggested satnav entries

This 3rd edition contains suggested satnav entries
These are points en route, to make sure our different satnavs
choose roughly the same route, and to give us meet-up points if we
get separated.
We can always stop for coffee, food and petrol as we find suitable
places, but these suggestions can serve as “backstops”, if we don’t
find anywhere else.
As much as possible online, they’ve been chosen as reasonable
places to rest/wait – that have car-parking and somewhere to eat.
They vary from truck stops to supermarkets, from posh restaurants
to MacDonalds!

Outline

Single-night stop:

Rest Day stop:

Day 1 – Sunday Sept 15 2019
We each make our own way to Dover, and stay overnight, ready for an early start tomorrow.

Premier Inn Dover (A20)
Folkestone Road
Dover CT15 7AB

We’ll need to check in for the ferry at least 45 minutes before sailing, so (to be sure) that
means leaving the hotel about 0700 tomorrow.
Hotel breakfast is from 0630 – or there’s breakfast on the ferry.

Day 2 – Monday 16 Sept
We join up for the 0825 P&O ferry, arriving in Calais at 1055 French time. We head SE, to
Arras and then overnight at Laon. A busy start, so just 146 miles today.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Auchy au Bois, 3 Chaussée Brunehaut (France)
42 miles from ferry, possible lunch stop at Le Vert Dragon café?
Peronne, 1 Rue de Lisbonne (France)
57 miles on, big car park and MacDonalds (!) – bound to be open for
whatever we want at that time.
Hotel (as below)
47 miles on.

Hotel Inn Design
Avenue Georges Pompidou
02000 Laon, France
+33 3 23 20 36 37

Day 3 – Tuesday 17 Sept
We continue SE, to Reims and Bar-le-Duc. We skirt S of Nancy, and overnight at the
appropriately-named Lunéville. 183 miles.
Today’s route is straightish country roads – good travel but, as the traffic is nowadays on the
nearby autoroutes, our route is strangely devoid of restaurants and petrol stations – so keep
your eyes open!
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Villers-Marmery, 1 Rue Pasteur (France)
46 miles from hotel, coffee stop in small village
Velaines, 16 Rue de Ligny (France)
63 miles on, Le Romarin café, on-street parking.
Vézelise, 13 Avenue Jacques Leclerc (France)
48 miles on, G20 Supermarket and filling station
Hotel (as below)
26 miles on

Hotel Acacia
Rue de L’Ecosseuse
54300 Moncel-lès-Lunéville
+33 3 83 73 49 00

Day 4 – Wednesday 18 Sept
Onward, passing St Dié, we enter the Ballons des Voges National Park and climb about 190 m
(620 ft) to the Maurice Lemaire Tunnel – until 2011, the longest road tunnel wholly in France.
A converted railway tunnel, it’s just a single carriageway, one lane each way, and it’s 4.32
miles long. Toll (for a car) currently €6.10
Out of the tunnel, we drop 360 m (1,210 ft) into Sélestat, then onward, over the Rhine into
Germany, to Freiburg, and then Eastwards and along the northern shore of Lake Constance
(Bodensee), to overnight in Friedrichshafen. 192 miles.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines, Cimetière Saint-Guillaume (France)
45 miles from hotel, right at first roundabout as we come out of the tunnel,
roadside café “L’Atelier de Guillaume” on the right (and petrol station
opposite).
Freiburg (Im Breisgau), Schwarzwaldstrasse 42 (Germany)
51 miles on, Shell service station on right, several restaurants opposite.
Engen, Jahnstraße 45 (Germany)
52 miles on, hard right at roundabout, MacDonalds.
Next door but one is a restaurant, but that’s Der Swinger Club, described as
… er … “in the ambience & lifestyle of the time - our club is now widely
known for its style and eroticism combined with casual tolerance in the
swinger trend”. (I’ll just have fries and a Fillet o’ Fish, thanks.)
Hotel (as below)
44 miles on.
Hacienda Hotel
Am Seewald 36
88046 Friedrichshafen,
Germany
+49 7541 72440

(2 nights)

Day 5 – Thursday 19 Sept
Rest Day, to mend the Bonds and
ourselves!
Friedrichshafen is a pleasant town.
You can take boat rides across the lake
(to Switzerland) or stay in
Friedrichshafen and visit the Zeppelin
Museum in the original Zeppelin HQ
building overlooking the lake – highly
recommended!
In the evening, we’re invited to a
barbecue by Bond owners Mikel Rack
and his son, at their home:
Im Breitle 19, Pfullendorf
(25 miles from our hotel)

And, yes, the car is a Zeppelin, too!

Day 6 – Friday 20 Sept
We now start to battle the Alps, as we drive Eastwards, to Innsbruck. For the first section,
we’ll need to decide whether to take the main road “12” towards Kempten, or dare the
Alpenstrasse, B308, towards Immenstadt – lots of hairpins and steep in places, but amazing
views, the Scheidegg waterfalls and nearly 20 miles saved.

Then, into Austria, via Reutte and S through the Fernpass. This tops out at 1,212 m (3,976 ft),
but going south means you’re already at 853 m in Reutte, so the climb is just 359 m (1,178 ft).
Maximum gradient is 1 in 12.5 (but a long slog).
On the other side, we drop down rather more: 579 m (1,900 ft) to Telfs, then along the river
valley into Innsbruck to stay the night.
139 or 157 miles.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES (The first two assume we taking the Alpenstrasse)
Scheidegg (Germany)
(If that doesn’t work, try Scheidegg, Gretenmuhle 9, nearby)
25 miles from the hotel, coffee stop at the roadside “Kiosk of the Scheidegg
Waterfalls”.
Immenstadt im Allgäu, Hintersee 1 (Germany)
22 miles on, lunch at the Seeterrasse-Alpsee restaurant, overlooking the
Großer Alpsee.
Fernstein 475, Nassereith (Austria)
58 miles on, coffee (etc) at a big cafeteria/shop on the left. There’s a short
walk to look at the lake if your legs need it.
Hotel (as opposite)
34 miles on

Sommerhotel Karwendel
Höttinger Au 84a
6020 Innsbruck, Austria
+43 512 220682

Day 7 – Saturday 21 Sept
We head S, and climb through the Brenner Pass, into Italy. Over the first 25 miles, we climb
737 m (2,418 ft) on the old road, all the while grateful that the Brenner is the lowest pass in
the region! We top out at 1,370 m (4,495 ft).
Then it’s more downhill, to just N of Bressanone, where we turn E and head back into Austria.
Soon, at Tassenbach, we turn right, off the main
“100” road, and go just half a mile, past the lake,
along the 111 (see map, right).
If that interesting wiggly stuff is OK (it seems to go
both up and down), we continue on the then-fairlylevel 111 and not only have a scenic route along
the river Gail, but also save a few miles.
If it’s too ambitious, we just go back and continue
on the 100.
Either way, we get to Kötschach and overnight
there.
126 miles
1 mile

SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Naz-sciaves, SS49B 94 (Italy)
49 miles from the hotel, the first petrol station after we turn off eastward
onto the SS49 / E66. Café next door.
Sillian 2h (Austria) (or just enter the town “Sillian”)
42 miles on, as we enter village of Sillian, stop at Hofer supermarket on the
right.
Hotel (as opposite)
35 miles on by pretty route 111; 41 miles by main road 100.

Bierhotel Loncium & Privatbrauerei
Mauthen 60
9640 Kötschach, Austria
+43 4715 284

Day 8 – Sunday 22 Sept
A (relatively!) easy day, to get early into Bled. We continue E from Kötschach, along the valley
of the river Gail, to Arnoldstein. We then take the SS13 briefly back into Italy, to Tarvisio, and
then head E into Slovenia and along the river Sava, to Jesenice, then Bled.
77 miles.
We have a 4-night (3-day) stay in Lesce, in the outskirts of Bled, just 3 miles from the Lake.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Tarvisio, Via Friuli 87 (Italy)
40 miles from the hotel, Pizzeria/bar on the right IMMEDIATELY after we
enter Italy at the old border crossing.
Hotel (as below)
37 miles on.

Guesthouse Tulipan
Alpska Cesta 8
4248 Lesce, Slovenia
+386 4 537 88 00
(4 nights)

Day 9 – Monday 23 Sept to Day 11 – Wednesday 25 Sept
On holiday in and around
Bled. Trips on the lake,
cycling round the lake, trying
the famous ice cream.
Perhaps a hike up the path to
the viewpoint which shows
the lake as Claude Tipper
painted it – and no, I’m quite
sure he didn’t get his Mk F
up there!

Or, if we’re up for it, a run of 33 miles into Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, or 20 miles along a
scenic route to the lake at Ukanc in the Triglavski National Park. (Satnav: Bohinjsko jezero.)

Day 12 – Thursday 26 Sept
Well, don your straw boaters and practice your opera singing – we’re off to Venice!
We retrace our steps along the river Sava to Tarvisio, then head SW to Mestre (the “mainland”
end of the causeway into Venice). 152 miles.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Malborghetto Valbruna, Via Nazionale 29 (Italy)
40 miles from the hotel, Café at the Agip petrol station on the right.
Tricesimo, Via Nazionale 32 (Italy)
41miles on, Autogrill Pizza (etc) restaurant, after Esso petrol station on R.
Cintello (Teglio Veneto), Via Canton
36 miles on. Dolly Ice Cream and Coffee shop. Enter Via Canton, then
immediately left into Via U. Gemmati.
Hotel (as below)
35 miles on.

Camping Venezia Village
Via Orlanda 8/C
San Giuliano
30173 Mestre, Italy
+39 041 531 2828

(2 nights)

Day 13 – Friday 27 Sept
Day off to visit Venice. Take a bus, from outside the campsite, across the causeway into
Venice proper, and see the sights.

Day 14 – Saturday 28 Sept
The “red dotted” route heads N to Treviso, then NW to Trento and gently uphill to
Bressanone. The routing below assumes we’re daring the “Expedition Everyman” version,
dotted yellow, north to Cortina d’Ampezzo and the passes. 154 or 176 miles.
This will be a long day, as speeds will be low on these roads. I suggest an early start.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Nervesa della Battaglia, Via della Vittoria 5 (Italy)
24 miles from the campsite, Vega petrol station on left, then Trattoria Dalla
Bionda on the right, with truckstop layby.
Alpago, Via Lastra 65 (Italy)
24 miles on, La Biata restaurant on left, overlooking the St Croce lake.
Pieve di Cadore, Piazzale Dolomiti 11 (Italy)
28 miles on. Turn left, directly opposite the TotalErg petrol station. This
leads to central car park. Several restaurants and bars nearby.
Livinallongo del col di lana, Passo Pordoi 9 (Italy)
39 miles on. Hotel Savoia and several restaurants, big car park as we get to
the top of the rise.
Note – 1.3 miles farther on, we stop for a classic photo, at the Hotel Garni
Gonzaga (whose restaurant is closed in September).

After another 2.7 miles, we face a choice:

• Stay on the “Expedition
Everyman” route,
continuing left on SS48
(signed Canazei and shown
dotted yellow in the atlas).
57 miles to the hotel.
or
• Take the more direct “main”
road, signed Sëlva, turning
right onto SS242. 35 miles
to the hotel.
If we are getting late or tired,
I’d suggest the shorter SS242.

Hotel (as opposite)
35 (or 57) miles on.

Gasthof Goldenes Lamm
Brennerstrasse 107 – Vahrn
Bressanone, Italy
+39 0472 836030

Day 15 Sunday 29 Sept
Onward, through the Brenner Pass again, and down to Innsbruck. This time, though, we then
swing NE and then stay (relatively) flat, to overnight at Flintsbach.
104 miles
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Brenner, St Valentinstrasse 55 (Italy)
26 miles from the hotel, Marktbar Brenner coffeehouse in “truckstop”
parking on left. Also Eurospin supermarket, allegedly open Sundays.
Pfons On the next section, enter this village to force your satnav to choose the
minor road route to Weer, if it didn’t already.
Weer, Austhäuser 6 (Austria)
34 miles on, the Café-Restaurant Günther, on the right about a mile after
Weer village.
Wörgl, Innsbrucker Str. 56 (Austria)
24 miles on. MacDonalds, on the right
Hotel (as below)
20 miles on.

Gasthof Falkenstein
Kufsteiner Str
83126 Flintsbach,
Germany
+49 8034 4585

(2 nights)

Day 16 – Monday 30 Sept

Day off in and around Flintsbach. A Mystery Visit!

Day 17 – Tuesday 1 October
Onwards, navigating ourselves past Munich and Ulm, to Reutlingen, S of Stuttgart. 192 miles.
A long distance to cover, so longer gaps between rest stops.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Sindelsdorf , Urthal 4 (Germany)
45 miles from the hotel, the Urthalerhof Inn, on the left.
Obergünzburg, Unterer Markt 13 (Germany)
55 miles on, the Feneburg supermarket.
Ehingen (Donau), Biberacher Str. 67 (Germany)
55 miles on. Donau Shopping Centre has restaurants inside, but a quick
coffee/snack from “Pizza Bob” at the filling station alongside our route?
Hotel (as below)
37 miles on.

Hotel Restaurant Klostermuhle
Neckartenzlinger Str. 90
72766 Reutlingen, Germany
+49 7127 81170

Day 18 – Wednesday 2 Oct
West, over the Rhine, past Saarbrucken, to overnight at Creutzwald, just in France. 158 miles.
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Unterreichenbach, Calwer Str. 23 (Germany)
40 miles from the hotel, the Bäckerei Pfrommer on the right.
Parking (along the roadside) may be difficult.
Au am Rhein, Am Altrheinhafen 1 (Germany)
30 miles from the bakery. Restaurant (and a snack kiosk) at the Rhein
Ferry. Cars cost €4.50 to cross the river, but “trikes” cost €4. We will insist!
They do take lorries, trailers and buses. There’s a Carrefour supermarket 6
miles on the other side, if you prefer.
Sarreguemines, Rue du Maréchal Kellermann 13 (France)
64 miles on. The big Boulangerie Marie Blachère does coffee and cake (or
big Grand Frais supermarket next door).
Hotel (as below)
24 miles on.
Ace Hotel Creutzwald
80A Rue De Longville
57150 Creutzwald, France
+33 3 87 00 41 10

(2 nights)

Day 19 – Thursday 3 Oct
Day off in Creutzwald, for rest and recovery – or perhaps a bit of a road run!

Day 20 – Friday 4 Oct
Onward, and westward, to Charleville-Mézières. 133 miles
SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
Gravelotte, 12B Rue de Metz (France)
38 miles from the hotel, small village with roadside parking, “Le Quinze”
café just before the roundabout (and just beyond it, a posh patisserie and …
Jim’s Classic Cars!)
Dun-sur-Meuse, Rue sous Vaux (France)
51 miles on. Small town, with several cafés and shops. This street has the
carpark.
Hotel (as below)
44 miles on.

Hotel de Paris
24 Avenue Georges Corneau
08000 Charleville-Mézières, France
+33 3 24 33 34 38

Day 21 – Saturday 5 Oct
Homeward! We head NW to spend our last night abroad, just short of Calais.

156 miles

SUGGESTED SATNAV ENTRIES
La Capelle, Place de la Demi Lune (France)
42 miles from the hotel, small town with car park in this “Place”. Two cafés
round the corner in the main N2 road.
Cambrai, Centre Commercial Match, 27B Boulevard de la Liberté (France)
36 miles on. Big car park with petrol station, Macdonalds, and Match
supermarket (with coffee shop inside).
Houdain, Place des Martyrs (France) (NOT Houdain-les-Bavay)
41 miles on, car park with cafés nearby.
Hotel (as below)
37 miles on.

Hotel Bal
500 Rue du Vieux Chateau
62890 Tournehem, France
+33 3 24 33 34 38

Day 22 – Sunday 6 Oct
An early start, then 18 miles to the Calais Ferry Terminal (Avenue du Commandant Cousteau
62100 Calais). We take the 0950 ferry, arriving in Dover at 1020 British time. It’s time then to
split up and make our own journeys home.
(And collapse.)

Notes

